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After their 22-page introduction, they discuss nokhri, ger, and the art of separation in the Hebrew 
Bible; fragile particularism and virtual universalism; the missing goy in Second Temple litera-
ture; nations and goyim, Hellēnes and others; Paul and the non-ethnic ethnē; the formation of 
the binary structure in early rabbinic literature; one goy, multiple language games; and Gentiles 
are not barbarians. In a four-page postscript, they conclude that the rabbinic Gentile, or goy, is a 
figure of the Other that a minor culture posited for itself, a figure which did not institute Jewish 
separateness but rather transformed existing technologies of separation through which a new 
Jewish self was shaped. The cloth edition appeared in 2018; this paper edition contains a new 
four-page preface that engages with readers’ criticism. 

Andrei A. Orlov and Tomás García-Huidobro, Del séptimo cielo al corazón del hombre: 
Internalización de la experiencia religiosa en el cristianismo primitivo, Asociación Bíblica 
Española Monografías Bíblicas 74 (Estella [Navarra]: Verbo Divino, 2020, paper €29) 333 pp. 
Bibliography. ISBN: 978-84-9073-556-5.

In this volume Orlov, professor of Judaism and Christianity in antiquity at Marquette Univer-
sity, and García-Huidobro, lecturer in theology at the Pontifical Gregorian University, present 
six essays that explore various aspects of the internalization of visionary experiences of mystical 
ascents that occur within the religious experience of the Judeo-Christian world of the 1st century. 
After their ten-page introduction, the authors first present two jointly authored essays: Adamic 
identity and the vision of God—from the fall to redemption; and the transformation of the 
believer—from the apocalyptic paradigm of Paul to the internalization of Christian experience. 
These are followed by four individually authored essays: paradigms of transformed vision in the 
homilies of Macarius (Orlov); the imaginary of the Temple in the process of the internalization of 
religious experience in early Christianity (García-Huidobro); the celestial counterpart—from the 
cosmic context to the process of divinization (García-Huidobro); and dualism, inclination to evil, 
and the transformation of the believer (García-Huidobro). The authors conclude that to speak of 
the internalization of religious experience is to refer to the shift from the apocalyptic paradigm 
(revelations, dreams) to a spiritual world dominated by the mind, the control of the passions, the 
virtuous life, and the contemplation of the divine light.

Dan-El Padilla Peralta, Divine Institutions: Religions and Community in the Middle Roman 
Republic (Princeton—Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2020, $45/£38) xiii and 323 pp., 
frontispiece, 9 plates, 7 figs., 4 halftones, 10 tables. Bibliography. Indexed. ISBN: 978-0-691-
16867-8.

Based on a doctoral dissertation supervised by W. Scheidel and accepted by Stanford University 
in 2014, this study argues that the ways in which the Roman state remade and retooled itself into 
a republic defined and organized around a specific brand of institutionalized ritual practices and 
commitments was a major driver of the Roman republic’s state formation during the years ca. 
400-200 b.c.e. After a 28-page introduction, it first considers the building of temples: temple con-
struction—from vows to numbers; and temples and the civic order—from numbers to rhythms. It 
then discusses Rome’s festival culture and the phenomenon of pilgrimage: temples, festivals, and 
common knowledge—from rhythms to identities; and pilgrimage to mid-republican Rome—from 
dedications to social networks. It concludes that what so defined Roman republican statehood as 
to become a candidate for repackaging and export as a coherent assemblage under the late republic 
and empire were temples, theaters, festivals, and, eventually, the ruler cult. A nine-page appendix 
presents an annotated catalog of the thirty-one extant black gloss ceramics known as pocola deo-
rum. Padilla Peralta is associate professor of classics at Princeton University.

Carmen Palmer et al. (eds.), Dead Sea Scrolls, Revise and Repeat: New Methods and Per-
spectives, Early Judaism and Its Literature 52 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2020, cloth $74, paper $54) 
xx and 403 pp., fig., 3 tables. Bibliographies. Indexed. LCN: 2019059604. ISBN: 978-0-88414-
435-9 (cloth), 978-1-62837-273-1 (paper).

Based in large part on papers offered at two special sessions held at the meetings of the Cana-
dian Society of Biblical Studies in 2016 and 2017, the thirteen studies in this volume seek to 
foster further conversation and collegiality among scholars working on the Dead Sea scrolls and 
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